
Coor & Kleever Supershine Gold finishing pad can be used for all calcareous 
floors, marble, terrazzo, polished concrete and other types of flooring. It gives 
the floor a spectacular brightness, leaving it as a mirror. You only need water, a 
rotating machine, and that’s it!
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Supershine Gold Finishing Pad
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SUPERSHINE DIAMOND PADS 
New engineered versatility.
The biggest and most abused floors are no barrier for Supershine Diamond Pads! There is no 
need to alter your program. Works with all the machines in the market! Just fit the appropiate 
pad onto your scrubber or burnisher and go!

Suitable for Airports, Superstores, Hospitals, Hotels, Schools or High tech production plants. 
If the surface is right, Supershine Diamond Pads from Coor & Kleever will mantain and po-
lish it.

Supershine Gold finishing pad.
It can be used after polishing, crystallization or other pro-
cedures, always as a final step. Place the Supershine Gold 
finishing pad in your buffing machine, pour water and buff 
the surface until a deep sheen appears. 
All calcareous floors. 

Every floor!
Every machine!

How does it work?

Works with:
Scrubber driers

UHS Burnishers over 50kgs
Propane burnishers

Single Head Machines over 40kgs
Oscillating machines

Advantages:
No chemicals, just water
Last at least 2,5 times longer
Thicker and stronger 20 mm pads
Open weave provides self cleaning
Consistent finish in all surfaces
Proven long lasting results
No need to close large areas when working
Not labour intensive / reduces cleaning times
No specialist contractors or manpower needed
No need for new machinery


